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Second Language Speech Learning
TheorYI Findingsl and

Problems
james Emil Flege
The aim of our research is to understand how
speech learning changes over the life span and to explain why "earlier
is better" as far as learning to pronounce a second language (L2) is concerned. An assumption we make is that the phonetic systems used in
the production and perception of vowels and consonants remain adaptive over the life span, and that phonetic systems reorganize in response
to sounds encountered in an L2 through the addition of new phonetic
categories, or through the modification of old ones. The chapter is
organized in the following way. Several general hypotheses concerning the cause of foreign accent in L2 speech production are summarized in the introductory section. In the next section, a model of L2
speech learning that aims to account for age-related changes in L2 pronunciation is presented. The next three sections present summaries of
empirical research dealing with the production and perception of L2
vowels, word-initial consonants, and word-final consonants. The final
section discusses questions of general theoretical interest, with special
attention to a featural (as opposed to a segmental) level of analysis.
Although nonsegmental (i.e., prosodic) dimensions are an important
source of foreign accent, the present chapter focuses on phoneme-sized
units of speech. Although many different languages are learned as an
L2, the focus is on the acquisition of English.
INTRODUCTION

Foreign accents in English are common in the speech of non-native
speakers. Listeners hear foreign accents when they detect divergences
from English phonetic norms along a wide range of segmental and
suprasegmental (i.e., prosodic) dimensions. Foreign accents may have·
a number of undesirable consequences for non-native speakers. They
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may make non-natives difficult to understand, especially in non-ideal
listening conditions (e.g., Lane 1963). They may cause listeners to misjudge a non-native speaker's affective state (e.g., Gumperz 1982; Fayer
and Krasinksi 1987; Holden and Hogan 1993), or provoke negative
personal eyaluations, either as the result of the extra effort a listener
must expend in order to understand, or by evoking negative group
stereotypes (Lambert et al. 1960; Giles 1970).
Researchers have proposed many different explanations for foreign
accents., For example, neurological maturation might reduce neural
plasticity (Penfield 1965; Lenneberg 1967), leading to a diminished
ability to add or modify sensorimotor programs for producing sounds
in an L2 (Sapon 1952; McLaughlin 1977). Others have suggested that
foreign accents are caused, at least in part, by the inaccurate perception
of sounds in an L2 (Flege 1992a,b; Rochet this volume). Still others have
proposed that the primary cause of foreign accents is inadequate phonetic input, insufficienbmotivation, psychological reasons for wanting
to retain a foreign accent, or the establishment of incorrect habits in
early stages of l,2 learning (see Flege 1988b, for review). The diversity
of these hypotheses attests to the complexity of the phenomenon of
foreign accent.
Neurological maturation has often been cited as the primary
'impetus for a critical period for speech learning. Many believe that
new forms of speech cannot be learned perfectly once a critical period
has been passed (e.g., Lenneberg 1967; Scovel 1988; Patkowski 1990).
Although this may be true, such a conclusion fails to provide insight
into how L2leaming differs from L1 acquisition, or what actually causes
foreign accent (Flege 1987b; Long 1990). Nor does a critical period
hypothesis seem consistent with the foreign accent ratings obtained
by Flege, Munro, and MacKay (1995a). This study assessed degree of
perceived foreign accent in the English spoken by native Italian (NO
subjects who differed according to their age of leaming (AOL) English.
The 240 NI subjects examined had begun learning English between
the ages of 3 and 21 years in Canada, where they had lived for over 30
years on average. Native English-speaking listeners used a continuous
scale to rate English sentences for degree of accent in English. Figure 1
shows a strong linear component (r = 0.71) in the relation between the
NI subjects' AOL and their degree of perceived foreign accenl. The later
in life the NI subjects began learning English, the more strongly
foreign-accented their English sentences were judged to be. If a critical
period exists, it apparently does not result in a sharp discontinuity in
L2 pronunciation ability at around puberty.
In 1981, Flege noted the following paradox, which eventually led
to the formulation of the model presented below. At an age when children's sensorimotor abilities are generally improving, they seem to
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Figure 1. The mean foreign accent ratings accorded English sentences spoken
by 240 native Italian speakers of Italian who differed according to age of
learning (AOL) English, in years. Each mean is based on 150 judgments (5
sentences x 10 native English-speakinglisteners) (data are from Flege, Munro,
and MacKay1995a).
lose the ability to learn the vowels and consonants of an L2. Segmental
production research in the 1970s focused on the classroom learning of
foreign languages, or on early stages of naturalistic L2 learning.
Interference from the L1 was seen as the primary phonological cause
of foreign accent. A common view was that 1) an L2 sound that is
"identified" with a sound in the L1 will be replaced by the L1 sound,
even if the L1 and L2 sounds differ phonetically; 2) contrasts between
sounds in the L2 that do not exist in the L1 will not be honored; and
3) contrasts in the L1 that are not found in the L2 may nevertheless be
produced in the L2 (e.g., Weinreich 1953; Lehiste 1988). Little attention
was paid to the effect of AOL or variations in amount of L2 experience. Thus, it was common to encounter descriptions of L2 production
errors that contained no reference to wilen in life L2 learning commenced, or how long the L2 had been spoken, or with whom (e.g.,
Koutsoudas and Koutsoudas 1983).
Second-language speech learning has been characterized as more
"analytic" than L1 acquisition (e.g., Mack 1988), especially for those
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whose early exposure to the target L2 comes primarily through the
written word. Interference was usually d~scribed as occurring at a
segmental level (but d. Weinreich 1957, who emphasized featural-Ievel analysis). This assumed that bilinguals decompose unfamiliar
words of the L2 into phonemes and allophones. Given this conceptualization, accurate production of an L2 sound would require: 0) an
accurate appraisal of 'the properties that differentiate the L2 sounds
from one another, and from sounds in the L1; (2) the storing and
structuring of this information in long-term memory; and (3) the
learning of gestures with which to reliably reproduce the represented L2
sounds.
The view that foreign accent is caused by motoric difficulty (3,
above) is inconsistent with the following observations. Although very
common, foreign accents are apparently not inevitable (Hill 1970;
Novoa, ~ein, and Obler 1988). For example, Neufeld (1979) required
his adult subjects to listen for a long time before talking. They were
then apparently able to pronounce sentences in an unfamiliar foreign
language without foreign accent. Adults may be as able as children to
imitate foreign sounds. Finally, Snow and Hoefnagel-Hohle (979)
examined the naturalistic acquisition of Dutch by native English (NE)
speakers differing in chronological age. Adults were at first better able
than children to imitate and spontaneously produce Dutch sounds. By
the end of the one-year study period, the spontaneous production of
Dutch sounds by the NE adults and children was roughly equivalent.
Why do adults fail to exploit their motoric abilities fully? One
possibility is that they fail to perceive L2 sounds accurately (1 and 2,
above). Diffetences in segmental perception between native and nonnative speakers have been.shown to exist in many studies (e.g., Miyawaki et al. 1975; Flege and Eefting 19B6; Flege and Hillenbrand 1986,
1987). In gating experiments, non-natives must hear a larger portion of
a word than native speakers to recognize the word (Nooteboom and
Truin 1980; Koster 1987). Perceptual differences are indirectly evident
in the difficulty non-natives may have in comprehending English,
especially distorted or synthetic speech versions of English or anomalous sentences (Oyama 1978; Nabelek and Donahue 1984; Greene
Pisoni, and Gradman 1985; Mack 1988; Ozawa and Logan 1989; Mack
et al. 1990; McAllister 1990).
The hypothesis that articuiatory errors have a perceptual basis
has been examined extensively in Ll acquisition research. Powers
(1957) reviewed evidence that children's misarticulation of sounds
cannot usually be traced to deficits in auditory acuity. A large number
of studies that attempted to establish a link between the ability to discriminate a broad range of speech sounds, on the one hand, and
speech sound production errors, on the other, yielded contradictory
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results, at least for normally developing children (Weiner 1967). Other
studies tested the hypothesis that the inaccurate production of an L1
sound could be attributed to an inadequate perceptual specification of
it (Spriestersbach and Curtis 1951), or to difficulty discriminating a
sound produced in error from its replacement. For example, Monnin
and Huntington (1974) found that children who misarticulated / J/
(usually as /w f) were less able to correctly identify h/ and /w / in a
picture pointing task than were children who produced / J/ correctly.
Other studies, however, failed to reveal a direct link between the perception and misarticulation of particular sounds (e.g., Haggard, Corrigall, and Legg 1971; Waldman, Singh, and Hayden 1978). Locke (1980)
designed special tests for children aged 3-7 years, based on the specific consonants each child misarticulated. The children failed to perceptually distinguish a sound they misarticulated from its replacement
sound in less than one-third of instances. Furthermore, many of the
observed perceptual errors involved / f/ versus /8/, and so might
have had an auditory basis (see Sussman 1993). This led Locke (1980,
p. 465) to conclude that the root cause of many L1 segmental production errors is to be found at a "motor" level rather than at a "mentalistic (level) of linguistic organization."
The conclusion drawn for L1 acquisition may not apply equally to
L2 learning, which differs from L1 acquisition in certain respects.
Most importantly, bilinguals tend to interpret sounds encountered in
an L2 through the "grid" of their L1 phonology (Trubetzkoy 1939;
Wode 1978). This virtually ensures that non-native speakers will perceive at least some L2 vowels and consonants differently than do
native speakers. For example, French / y / is mispronounced as / i/ by
Portuguese learners, but as /u/ by native English learners. Data reported by Rochet (this volume) suggests that native Portuguese learners of French may hear /yl tokens as IiI, whereas English learners of
French hear Iy I tokens as lu/. Japanese and Russian both have /s/
and Itl, but lack /8/. Japanese learners mispronounce English 18/ as
Isl, Russians as /tl (Weinberger 1990). This is not to say, however,
that non-natives' perception of L2 sounds remains constant. The
results of feedback training experiments have suggested that language-specific perceptual patterns are modifiable to some extent (e.g.,
Logan, Lively, and Pisoni 1991; Strange 1992). This suggests that the
perceived relation of L1 and L2 sounds may change during naturalistic L2 learning ..
SPEECH lEARNING

MODEL

Flege and his colleagues have developed a speech learning model (SLM)
that aims to account for age-related limits on the ability to produce L2
vowels and consonants in a native-like fashion. The SLM is concerned
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primarily with the ultimate attainment of L2 pronunciation, so work
carried out within its framework focuses on bilinguals who have spoken
their L2 for many years, not beginners. During Ll acquisition, speech
perception becomes attuned to the contrastive phonic elements of the
Ll. Learners of an L2 may fail to discern the phonetic differences
between pairs of sounds in the L2, or between L2 and L1 sounds, either
because phonetically distinct sounds in the L2 are "assimilated" to a single category (see Best this volume), because the L1 phonology filters out
features (or properties) of L2 sounds that are important phonetically but
not phonologically, or both. The model claims that without accurate perceptual "targets" to guide the sensorimotor learning of L2 sounds, production of the L2 sounds will be inaccurate. The model does not claim,
however, that all Lz' production errors are perceptually motivated. For
example, motoric output constraints bnsed on permissible syllable types
in the L1 may cause Spanish speakers to pronounce the word "school"
as [eskul]. Still, a basic tenet of the model is that many L2 production
errors have a perceptual basis.
The postulates and hypotheses that comprise the current version
of the SLM are presented in Table 1.The hypotheses derive from the
postulates, and from empirical data presented in previous articles
and cnapters (see, e.g., Flege 1981/ 1988b, 1991a, 1992a,b). It should
be emphasized that this is a working model and is subject to further
revision as new data , are gathered. Regardless of whether the SLM is
ultimately supported or disconfirmed, it serves as a useful heuristic
for 'planning research. Also, it generates testable predictions and can
be used to :organize and interpret a wide range of empirical data. In
thE;following section we discuss the model's hypotheses in general
terms, and illustrate how they apply to important questions pertaining to students of L2 learning. Specific hypotheses are indicated by
boldface (e.g., H4, H7, and so on).
The SLM differs from other approaches to L2 acquisition in
important ways. According to the model's first hypothesis (HI), learners perceptually relate positional allophones in the L2 to the closest
positionally defined allophone (or "sound") in the L1. Weinreich
(957) referred to L1 and"L2 sounds that have been linked perceptually
in this way as "diaphones." The phonetic level of analysis envisaged
by HI is les's abstract than the phonemic level of Contrastive Analysis
(e.g., Lado 1957)/ but is, nevertheless, an abstract level of organization.
Even within a single phonetic context, the production of a positionsensitive allophone is apt to vary considerably according to such factors as' speaking rate, degree of stress, the talker's age and gender, and
speaking style or clarity (Lindblom 1990a,b).
Support for HI comes from evidence that L21earners are more
successful at producing and perceiving certain allophones of English
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Table I. Postulates and hypotheses forming a speech learning model (SlM) of
second language sound acquisition.
Postulates

II

P1

The mechanisms and processes used in learning the
sound system,
including category formation, remain intact over the life span, and can be
applied to L2 learning.
P2 Language-specific aspects of speech sounds are specified in long-term
memory representations called phonetic categories.
P3 Phonetic categories established in childhood for L1 sounds evolve over the
life span to reflect the properties of all.ll or l2 phones identified as a realization of each category.
P4 Bilinguals strive to maintain contrast between L1 and l2 phonetic categories, which exist in a common phonological space.
Hl

Hypotheses
Sounds in the L1 and l2 are related perceptually to one another at a position-sensitive allophonic level, rather than at a more abstract phonemic
level.

H2 A new phonetic category can be established for an L2 sound that differs
phonetically from the closest L1 sound if bilinguals discern at least some of
the phonetic differences between the L1 and l2 sounds.
H3 The greater the perceived phonetic dissimilarity between an L2 sound and
the closest L1 sound, the more likely it is that phonetic differences between
the sounds will be discerned.
H4 The likelihood of phonetic differences between L1 and L2 sounds, and
between L2 sounds that are noncontrastive in the L1, being discerned
decreases as AOL increases.
H5 Category formation for an L2 sound may be blocked by the mechanism of
equivalence classification. When this happens, a single phonetic category
will be used to process perceptually linked
and l2 sounds (diaphones).
Eventually, the diaphones will resemble one another in production.
H6 The phonetic category established for L2 sounds by a bilingual may differ
from a monolingual's if: 1) the bilingual's category is "deflected" away from
category to maintain phonetic contrast between categories in a coman
mon Ll-L2 phonological space; or 2) the bilingual's representation is based
on different features, or feature weights, than a monolingual's.
H7 The production of a sound eventually corresponds to the properties represented in its phonetic category representation.

II

II

phonemes
than others. For example,
native Japanese
(N}) speakers
have difficulty
producing
and perceiving
English /1/ and / J/. This is
because
Japanese
has just one liquid,
whereas
English
has two.
and
However,
allophones
of English I JI and III differ phonetically
are learned by non-native
speakers
at different
rates and to differing
perceive
extents. For example, NJ learners of English characteristically
and produce English liquids more accurately
in word-final
than wordinitial position (Strange 1992), perhaps because the acoustic difference
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between English / J/ and /1/ is more robust in final than initial position (Sheldon and Strange 1S/82).Another possible explanation for the
word-positioR effect is that final but not initial allophones of English
/ J/ and /1/ are categorized differently by NJ learners of English.
Takagi (1993) examined the perceived relation between Japanese /r/,
English / J/, and English /1/. Native Japanese subjects who had
arrived recently in the United States used katakana symbols to write
English nonsense words presented auditorily. As expected from loanword phonology data, English /IV / and / JV/ syllables were written
with the symbols for Japanese /rV I. However, whereas tokens of
word-final English I JI were written as "a" (78% of instances), wordfinal III tokens were written as "ru" (53%) or "0" (30% of instances).
Rochet (this volume) suggested that all L2 vowels are identified
as realizations of an existing L1 vowel category. Best, McRoberts, and
Sithole (1988) suggested tha t foreign consonants are judged to be realizations of an L1 consonant, ur else are heard as nonspeech (but d. Best
this volume). However, many L2 production studies have provided
indirect evidence that, over lime, L2learners take note in some way of
cross-language phonetic differences (e.g., Wenk 1979; Hammarberg
1988, 1990; Wieden 1990). According to the model's second hypothesis
(H2), bilinguals sometimes establish a new phonetic category representation for sounds in the L2. And, according to H7, L2 sounds will
eventually be produced as specified in phonetic category representations. If the new phonetic category established by a bilingual for an L2
sound matches native speakers', then the L2 spund will be produced
accurately.
According to H3, the likelihood of cross-language phonetic differences being discerned illcreases with degree of perceived crosslanguage phonetic difference. There is evidence, for example, that
Japanese Ir/ (despite its symbolization) is closer perceptually to
English II/ than I JI ,(5ekiyama and Tohkura 1993; Takagi 1993). This
leads to the- expectation that a larger proportion of Japanese learners
of English will discern same or all of the phonetic differences between
Japanese Irl and English 1.11 than between Japanese Irl and English
/1/. H4 states that the likelihood of cross-language phonetic differences being discerned decreases with AOL. So, for example, more
German-speaking 10-year aids than adults should discern the phonetic
difference between English I a:.I and the closest German vowel (probably le/). In fact, the perceived distance between lEI and lre.1 vowels
is greater for German children than adults (Butcher 1976); and German
adults but not children have difficulty discriminating lEI and lrel in
an oddity task (Weiher 1975; see Figure 2 below).
As mentioned earlier, neurological maturation is often identified
as the cause ,of foreign accentedness. Patkowski (1990, p. 87) suggested
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that "the difference between child and adult learners (of speech and
language) is of a fundamental, qualitative nature" and that preadolescent versus postadolescent L2 learners represent "different populations" of learners. We might suppose that if L2 production accuracy
were limited by maturation, such a limitation would apply across the
board to the full range of L2 sounds that differ phonetically from
sounds in the L1. On the other hand, H3 and H4 predict that fewer
sounds in the L2 will be produced accurately as AOL increases (both
in terms of the range of sounds and the proportion of bilinguals).
Degree of foreign accent is correlated with the number of segmental
errors (e.g., Brennan, Ryan and Dawson 1975). Thus, the linear
increase of foreign accent with AOL shown in Figure 1 seems to agree
better with the SLM than with the prediction generated by a neurological maturation hypothesis.
A failure to discern cross-language phonetic differences may arise
at one or more processing levels. In some circumstances, listeners can
gain access to the sensory properties which distinguish pairs of unfamiliar L2 sounds (Miyawaki et al. 1975; Werker and Tees 1984; Mann
1986), or Ll and L2 sounds (Flege 1984; Flege and Munro 1994). However, they may fail to do so during the on-line processing of speech.
Speech perception becomes automatic during L1 speech development
(e.g., Linell 1982), which frees resources for other processing tasks
(e.g., Mayberry and Eichen 1991). This may cause learners to attend
less to phonetic detail when learning L2 than L1 sounds. Listeners
may fail to gain access to sensory properties associated with certain L2
sounds as the result of pre-attentive processes. Neisser (1976, p. 20)
spoke of "anticipatory schemata" that "prepare the perceiver to accept
certain kinds of information rather than others." Jusczyk (1992, 1993)
later posited the existence of automatic interpretative schemes that
determine which properties of incoming words are attended to in
early stages of processing. It is also possible that sensory information
that has initially been processed is discarded at a later processing
stage by non-native speakers as nondistinctive, or that non-natives
weight features differently than do NE speakers (e.g., Weinreich 1953;
Flege and Hillenbrand 1986, 1987; Flege 1988).
Traditionally, the term "interference" has applied only to the influence of the L1 on the production of an L2. According to H5 and H6,
however, cross-language phonetic interference is bidirectional in
nature. The model predicts two different effects of L2 learning on the
production of sounds in an Ll, depending upon whether or not a new
category has been established for an L2 sound in the same portion of
phonological space as an L1 sound. Previous studies have supported
H5 by showing that L1 and L2 sounds that are perceptually linked to
one another (diaphbnes) come to resemble one another in production.
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For example, Flege (1987a) found that bilinguals produced stops in their
L1 with VaT values resembling those typical for stops in the L2 (see
also Peng 1993).
H6 was added recently to the model. It is based on the observation that in the vowel system of languages, vowels tend to disperse so
as to maintain sufficient auditory
contrast (e.g., Liljencrants
and
Lindblom 1972;. Lindblom 1990b). Recently obtained L2 production
data (Bohn and Flege 1992) led us to accept that a bilingual's Ll and
a
L2 categories exist in a common phonological space. By hypothesis,
bilingual's L1 and L2 vowels disperse so as to maintain contrast within that individual's
phonological
space. If so, then a category established by a bilingual for an 1.2 vowel may be "deflected" away from
an L1 yowel, and so differ from a native speaker's category for the L2
vowel sound.
Analogies to H6 can be found in historical sound change and
dialect geography. As languages change, the raising of vowel A may
precipitate the raising of B, which then causes C to rise. As the result
of such push chains, the vowels A, il, and C may be produced differently, while the contrasts between them are preserved (Martinet 1955).
Moulton (1945) observed that in Swiss German dialects that had an
lCE/; the vowel /a/ was produced with backed variants. In Ire/-less
dialects, on the other hand, / a/ was produced with central, or even
.. fronted, variants. The results ofa case study by Mack (1990) were consistent with H6. Acoustic measurements
revealed that a 10-year-old
boy who spoke French at home and English elsewhere
produced
/b d gl with short-lag voice-onset time (VaT) values in both French
and English. He produced / p t k/ with VaT values averaging 66 ms
in French, but with values averaging 108 ms in English. Thus, this
child mahag&d to maintain phonetic contrast between three categories
in his Ll and L2, but at the cost of producing /p t k/ inaccurately in
both languages (Le., with VOT values that were too long for both
French and English).
The kinds of Ll production changes predicted by HS and H6 are
consistent with an incidental finding of a study by Flege, Munro, and
MacKay (1995a). The 240 NI speakers who participated were asked to
evaluat~ their own ability to pronounce Italian and English. There was
a modest negative correlation between self-estimated
ability to pronounce the L1 and L2. The NI subjects who began learning English
before the age of 12 years said they pronounced
English better than
Italian; whereas, the reverse held true for those who began learning
English later in life. Very few (6%) of the NI subjects pre- and postadolescent learners indicated that they could speak both English and
Italian without accent, including subjects who used English and Italian
with equal frequency.
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H6 specifies a second circumstance in which a category established
for an L2 sound by a non-native speaker may differ from a native
speaker's category. This is predicted if the non-native speaker's phonetic category is based on different features than the native speaker's,
which could arise if an L2 sound is distinguished
from other L2
sounds by features not exploited in the L1. This important revision of
the SLM leads us to expect that, even when categories are established
for an L2 sound, the L2 sound might not be produced exactly as it is produced by native speakers. Thus, the model no longer predicts "mastery"
of certain L2 sounds, and the model is "now congruent with Grosjean's
view of bilingualism. Grosjean (1989) suggested that the "mixing" of
the L1 and L2 is inevitable, because a bilingual's two language systems are both constantly engaged. This view implies that bilinguals do
not "switch" between two distinct phonetic systems, at least not as has
been assumed traditionally.!
PRODUCTION

AND PERCEPTION OF VOWElS

The SLM generates specific predictions concerning the production and
perception of L2 vow~ls. First, even adult L2 learners are likely to discern the phonetic differences between certain L1 and L2 vowels, especially if the Ll has fewer vowels than the L2 (e.g., the 5-vowel system
of Spanish in comparison to the I5-vowel English system). When this
happens, new phonetic categories will be established for the L2 vowels (H2), and the L2 vowels will eventually be produced as specified
in their phonetic category representations (H7). By H3, the greater the
perceived distance of an L2 vowel from the closest Ll vowel, the
greater is the likelihood that a new category will be established for the
L2 vowel. So, for example, a native Spanish (NS) speaker should be
more likely to establish a phonetic category for English lrel or I~I
than for English Iii (which differs only slightly from Spanish IiI). By
H4, a native Spanish 8-year old should be more likely to establish a
category for English lrel and I~I than a native Spanish 16-year old.
The model predicts different effects of L2 learning on the production of L2 vowels, depending upon whether or not a new category has
been established for an L2 vowel. For example, using an orthographic
classification task, Flege (1991c) showed that Spanish speakers with little or no experience in English tend to identify English I reI tokens as
realizations of their Spanish / a I category. If Spanish learners of English
persist in doing so, and are, thereby, unable to establish a category for
English lrel, the model predicts that they will produce English /re/
'Mack (I989) claimed, for example, that the "dominant" language may remain
"impervious" to an influence by the nondominant language, at least for certain phonetic dimensions.
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with Spanish I al -like properties, and vice versa. (That is, their L2 I rei
will have F2 (second formant) values that are too low, and their Ll lal
will have F2 values that are too high.) However, if a category is established for English lrel, then the model predi.cts accurate production
unless the Spanish'learner's
new English /rel category is deflected
away from Spanish / a/. An indirect consequence of a "deflection"
would be a lowering of F2 values in Spanish I al (Le., a backing of
Spanish /a/ in phonological space away from English lre/). Although
testable, the data now available are insufficient to support or disconfirm
such hypotheses. One, gap in the literature is the virtual absence of work
examining bilinguals' production of L1 vowels (but see 80hn and Flege
1992). The general pattern of available data reviewed below, however,
are consistent with the framework just outlined.
Categorial Discrimination

of L1 and L2 Vowels

Best (1994) observed that properties defining category membership
are. likely to differ from those defining the systematic relationship
among c;ategories. Perceptual training data obtained by Morosan and
Jamieson (1989) suggested that learning to distinguish a sound, X,
from another sound, Y, will not necessarily generalize to an X-Z contrast because cues to an X- Y contrast may not suffice to distinguish X
from. Z. Thus, the notion "phonetic category" implies the perceptual
ability to: 1) identify a wide range of different phones as being "the
same," desp"He auditorily detectable differences between them along
dimensions that are not phonetically relevant; and 2) ability to distinguish the multiple exemplars of a category from realizations of other
categories, even in the face of noncriterial commonalities (Kluender,
DiehL and Killeen 1987).
A two-alternative forced-choice (2AFC) identification test is not
well suited as a test of category formation. For example, Flege and
Bohn (1989) t!xamined NS subjects' identification of vowels in beat-bit
(Ii-II) and bet-bat (I E;.-re/) continua. In both, Fl (first formant) frequency and vowel duration were varied orthogonally. The NS subjects managed to partition both continua into two response categories,
but in neither instance did the data provide compelling evidence for
the establishment of categories for vowels not found in Spanish
(namely, /f.C/ and / II). As discussed by Bohn (this volume), many NS
subjects identified members of the beat-bit continuum based primarily
on vowel duration rather than on spectral quality, as was the case for
NE subjects. These NS subjects may have based their identifications
on a readily available auditory property (duration) rather than by referencing incoming stimuli to two distinct long-term memory representations. An over-reliance on duration was not evident for the bet-bat
continuum. However, evidence obtained by Flege (1991c) suggested
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that some of the NS subjects may have identified endpoints of this
continuum (f EI and I ref) in terms of two distinct Spanish categories
(lei and laf).
An oddity discrimination task has been used in L2 research to
determine if learners can discriminate various L2 sounds (e.g., Weiher
1975; Lamminmaki 1979), and might be used to test for category formation. Gottfried (1983) administered an ABX (3 stimuli: A, B always dif:ferent) "categorial" discrimination task (see Beddor and Gottfried this
volume) to French native speakers and inexperienced NE speakers of
French. Triads of stimuli contained -potentially confusable French
vowels. As expected, the NE subjects made more errors than the
French subjects (25% vs. 17%), especially on triads containing the front
rounded vowels /y re fJ/, which do not occur in English. The lack of a
categorical representation for French front rounded vowels may have
contributed to errors by the NE subjects.
Flege, Munro, and Fox (1995) modified the categorial discrimination task to discourage within-category
discrimination,
and to
encourage subjects to group sounds into phonetically relevant equivalence classes. As in the Gottfried (1983) study, the three stimuli in each
triad were spok~n by different talkers to encourage responses in a
general rather than token-specific mode (e.g., Mullinex, Pisoni, and
Martin 1989; Uchanski et al. 1991). The inter-stimulus interval between
the members of each triad was somewhat longer than the one used by
Gottfried (1983) to further reduce the possibility that correct responses
could be based on information in auditory short-term memory (see,
e.g., Ferrero et al. 1979; Werker and Logan 1985). Finally, the inclusion
of "catch" triads, which consisted of realizations of a single category
spoken by three different talkers (correct response: "no odd item out")
encouraged subjects to respond only to phonetically relevant differences,
not merely auditorily detectable ones.2
Table II summarizes the results obtained by Flege, Munro, and
Fox (1995) for NE speakers and groups of native Spanish subjects who
were relatively experienced (NS-1) or inexperienced (NS-2) in English.
The pattern of between-group differences varied as a function of the
acoustic and articulatory differences between the vowel contrasts tested.
The subjects in all three groups readily discriminated Spanish /a/
tokens from realizations of English /e/, /il and /1/. However, for
triads testing the categorial discrimination of Spanish / a/ versus
English /0/, significantly lower percent correct scores were obtained
•

n

_

l'fhe categorial discrimination task just described did not require training and
obviated problems seen in identification tasks where listeners must choose from a large
set of response alternaUves, or in tasks that make use of written key words.
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from the NS-1 and the NS-2 subjects than from NE subjects. For triads
testing the /y/-/E/, and /a/-/re/
contrasts, the subjects in NS-2 but
not in NS-1 responded correctly significantly less often than did the
NE subjects (p < .05).
These results were interpreted to mean that the NS subjects identified Spanish and English vowels that are distant from one another in
phonological space (Moulton 1945) in terms of two distinct categories;
whereas, they were less likely to do so for less distant pairs of vowels.
The NE'subjects were likely to have performed well on triads testing
the contrast between Spanish /a/ and the English vowels lEI and
/rel because they identified Spanish lal tokens as realizations of
English 101 (and, thus, distinct from the other two English vowels).
The fact that inexperienced but not experienced NS subjects performed more poorly than did the NE subjects on la/-/EI
and
a/-/rel contrasts suggests that some of the experienced NS subjects
may have established categories for lEI and lre/, neither of which
occur phonemically in Spanish.
Flege, Munro, and Fox (1995, Experiment 1) provided additional
evidence of categorical effects on the perception of L2 vowels. Native
English and NS subjects rated pairs of Spanish and English vowels for
degree of dissimilarity using a nine-point scale. The results for five
different vowel pairs containing a Spanish / a/ token and a token of
English / if, II /, lEI, / re/, or 1/\/ are shown in Figure 2. The NE subjects rated /a/-/E/
and -/a/-/re/
pairs cis si3nificantly more dissimilar than did experienced (NS-1) or inexperienced
(NS-2) native
Spanish subjects.) It appears that the NE subjects were more likely
than the NS subjects to identify vowels in la/-/E/
and /a/-/rel
pairs as realizations of two phonetically distinct categories and that this
augmented the degree of perceived vowel dissimilarity.
The NE and NS subjects responded to other vowel pairs in much
the same manner, however. Both the NE and NS subjects rated the
vowels in la/-I/\I pairs as very similar, probably because all subjects
heard ~ealizations of a single vowel category. The NE and NS subjects
agreed in rating the vowels in la/-Il/
pairs as somewhat less dissimilar than vowels in I a I-I if pairs. Vowels in both of these pairs were
likely to have been classified differently by all subjects, and so the
common response by the NE and NS subjects may have reflected
degree of auditory difference. Although not shown in Figure 2, the NS
subjects rated English Ii/-/t/
pairs as significantly more similar than
did the NE subjects. This finding, when taken together with converging
evidence obtained using other paradigms (Flege and Bohn 1989; Flege
'Different subjects participated in the similarity rating experiment (Experiment 1)
and in the categorial discrimination test (Experiment 2) mentioned earlier.
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Table II. Percentage of correct responses obtained from native speakers of
English and Spanish in a categorial discrimination task.a
95
26
18(5)
(5)
(18)
NS-2d
59
(24)
89(1
38(25)
51
66
(27)
(26)
80(29)
77(31NEb
)
97(6)
98(5)
57(36)
95(5)
96(7)
95(6)
NS-l
c7)
98(4)
91(15)

.subject group

Vowel Contrast

"Triads of slimuli lested the contrasl between tokens or Spanish fa! and tokens of
English Ii/, /II, let/, leI, lad and 10/ (data are from Flege, Munro, and Fox 1995).
bNE, monolingual native speakers of English.
cNS-l, relalively experienced Spanish speakers of English.
dNS-2, inexperienced Spanish speakers of English.
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Figure Z. The mean perceived dissimilarity of vowel pairs by Englishspeaking listeners (EN-A, EN-B), relatively experienced native Spanish
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English (NS-2). Multiple tokens of Spanish / a/ were paired with tokens of
English Iii, 11/, lrel, /E/, and 10/ (data are from Flege, Munro, and Fox
1994, Experiment 1). ;
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1991C), suggests indirectly that some NS speakers of English detect the
auditory difference between / i/ and / I/ tokens, although they do not
catego~ize these vowels as different. This is consistent with the model's
claim that changes in L2 production can come about even when phonetic
differences between L1 and L2 sounds are not discerned (i.e., when
phonetic category formation is blocked by equivalence classification).
Flege (995) used the categorial discrimination task described earlier to assess the perception of English vowels b~' non-native subjects
differing in L1 background. The study's aims were to: 1) determine if
the non-natives would fail to discriminate English vowels that could be
discriminated by NE subjects; and 2) to determine if the non-natives'
pattern of disociminative failures would vary according to the nature of
their L1 vowel inventory. The /bVt/ words used as stimuli were spoken at a relatively rapid rate by five NE speakers.· Fourteen vowel contrasts (e.g., Iii vs. 1./) were tested by eight "change" triads, in which
there was an odd item out, and by eight "catch" triads, which consisted
of three different realizations of a single vowel category.
Figure 3 presents data obtained from lONE subjects and from 36
of the non-native subjects tested (6 L1 backgrounds x 6 talkers). The
non-natives were slightly older than the NE subjects (M = 35 vs. 31
years). They'arrived in the United States at an average age of 27 years
(range: 14-52 years) and had lived there for an average of 7 years
(range: 0.6-38 years). The size of the non-native subjects' L1 vowel
inventories appeared to influence whether they did, or did not, differentially classify certain English vowels. Of the six non-native groups
shown in the figure, only the native Spanish and Portuguese subjects
made significantly more errors on the catch triads (20% and 21 %,
respect'ively) than did the NE subjects (2%). For change triads, far
more errors were made by the native Portuguese and Spanish subjects
(26%, 27%) than by the NE subjects (4%). The German and Dutch subjects also made more errors 00%, 12%) than did the NE subjects. Given
that German and Dutch have more vowels than either Portuguese or
Spanish, speakers of the former languages were probably more likely
to identify two different English vowels in terms of different L1 vowel
categories than were speakers of the latter languages.
A failure to discriminate two English vowels was said to have
occurred when the six subjects in an L 1 group responded significantly
. less often to the change triads testing the contrast between those
English vowels than in responding to triads testing at least three other
English vowel contrasts.
, Just one such discriminative failure was noted
'Although this reduced the spectral and temporal contrasts seen in carefully articulated English vowels, all vowels were readily identifiable as intended by NE listeners.
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Figure 3. Data· from a categorial discrimination study by Flt'J;e (1994) in
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for the German 5ubjectB <le/-/8:./), and two for the Dutch subjects
(lu/-/u/,
and /a/-/A/). Four such failures were noted for the
Portuguese subjects (le/-/l/,
/e/-/re/, /a/-/A/, and /u/-/u/), five
for the Spanish subjects (10/-/"1, /u/-/u/,
/~/-(I/, /e/-/re/, and
lre/-/a/), and four for the native Arabic subjec::ts (/e/-/l/, /e/-/re/,

/u/-/u/, and /0/-/ A/).
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The pattern of discriminative
failures noted by Flege (1995) is
cohsistent with the hypothesis
that L2 learners will have difficulty
discriminating
a pair of English vowels if both vowels are identified
in terms of a single Ll category (Best this volume). For example, the
midvo~els
/e 0/ of the five-vowel Spanish inventory Ui e a 0 uj)
can be realized as (E] and [:>]. The /E/ of the seven-vowel Portuguese
inventory <Ii e E a 0::> u/) is often realized as [re] (Major 1987a). The
Portuguese subjects may have managed to discriminate /cr./-/a/ by
virtue of identifying English / cr.1 tokens in terms of Portuguese lEI,
and'English
10/ tokens in terms of Portuguese
/a/.
The native
Spanish subjects, on the other hand, may have failed to discriminate
/~/-/ol because they identified realizations of buth English vowels in
terms of Spanish la/ (see Flege 1991c). Similarly, the native Spanish
IE/-III
either because realsubjects may have failed to discriminate
izations of both English categories were identified as realizations of
the Spanish lei category (Flege 1991c), or because 1Ieither vowel could
be categorized in terms of an L1 vowel <Best 1994}.
An unresolved question at present is how, or if, the kinds of discriminative "failures just .reported relate to the production of English
vowels. The model predicts that if a bilingual is unable to discriminate
categorially an L2 vowel from neighboring L2 vowels, as well as from
neighboring Ll vowels that are distinct phonetically from the L2 vowel,
then the L2 vowel will be produced inaccurately. To my knowledge,
this has never been tested directly. However, the data now available
are co[\sistent with the hypothesis that certain L2 vowel production
errors arise from discriminative failures.
Flege (1995) found that native Korean (NK) subjects failed to discriminate English IE/-/re/
and li/-/I/.s
This is understandable
in
the light of vowel production and perception data obtained in an unpublished study by Flege .and Yang, which examined the production
of English /i IE ;cl in a Ib_tl context by NK subjects from Seoul. The
NK subjects began learning English in the United States as adults. The
10 subjects in group NK-l had lived in the United States between 4
and 18 years (M = 7.3 years), the 10 subjects in NK-2 for just 1.5 years
(M = 0.8 years). Vowels spoken by NE subjects were identified correctly in nearly every instance by native English-speaking
listeners,
whereas vowels spoken by the subjects in graups NK-l and NK-2
were often misidentified. Intended Iii tokens were heard as III (33%
of instances), III as Iii (23%), IE/ as l;cl (19%), and l;cl as lEI (70%
of instances). The rate of misidentifications
of vowels spoken by the
two Korean groups did not differ significantly.
STheother discriminative failures noted for NK subjects were /u/-/u/,
/E/ -/1/.

/0/-/ hI,
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When plotted in an F1 x F2 acoustic space, the Koreans' productions
of English /i/ and /1/ showed substantially more overlap than did vowels spoken by the NE subjects. However, the NK subjects produced a
larger temporal contrast between /i! and /1/ (56 IDS, or 45%) than did
the NE subjects (30 ms, 21%). The NK subjects' /E/ and /re/ productions
also showed much spectral overlap. However, although the NE subjects
made /re/ longer than /E/ (by 56 ms, or 31 %), the NK subjects did not
produce a temporal difference between these vowels. The NK subjects
and bet-bat UE/-/re/)
also identified members of the beat-bit 'Ui/-/l/)
continua (see Flege and Bohn 1989). Changes in F1 frequency had a far
larger effect on NE subjects' identification of vowels in both vowel continua than did changes in duration. The NK subjects showed a substantially greater effect of duration changes than did NE subjects when identifying members of the beat-bit continuum, but they did not respond
systematically to changes in vowel duration in the bet-lXlt continuum.
Korean is ofte~ analyzed as having a phonemic length contrast
between Iii and li:/, but this distinction is being merged in modern
Seoul Korean (Magen and Blumstein 1993). Other evidence points to
the merger of two Korean vowels in the portion of the phonological
space occupied by English / EI and I rei. We might infer that the NK
subjects tested by Flege and Yang (unpublished) incorrectly judged
the duration difference between Iii and /II to be more important
than the spectral difference between these English vowels by analogy
to the Korean /i/-/i:/
distinction produced by an older generation of
speakers of Seoul Korean. The NK subjects may have been unable to
make any "phonetic sense" of the English /E/-/re/ contrast, on the
other hand, because neither temporal nor spectral cues are used systematically to distinguish vowels in this portion of the Korean vowel
space. This could explain the NK subjects' failure to discriminate
IE/-/rel
and Iii-III
in the categorial discrimination test (Flege
1995). We might speculate that it is especially difficult for non-natives
to discriminate two L2 vowels if phones resembling realizations of the
L2 vowels occur in free variation in the L1.
The protocol used by Flege and Yang (unpublished) was administered to native German subjects by Bohn and Flege (1990, 1992) and to
native Spanish subjects (Flege, Balm, and Schmidt, unpublished). The
NS subjects in the Flege et al. study had all begun learning English as
adults. The subjects in NS-l had lived in the United States for an average of 9.0 years, those in NS-2 for just 0.5 years on average. Vowels
produced by NS and NE subjects were presented for forced-choice
identification to native English-speaking listeners. As mentioned earlier, the NE subjects' vowels were identified at near-perfect rates. The
correct identification rates obtained for the subjects in NS-1 were lower
than those obtained for NE subjects Ui/-57%, 11/-61%,' /E/-99%,
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/re/-73% correct), and those for NS-2 subjects were lower still UiI-69%,
/1/-51%, /E/-91%, and /re/-70%).
Spme NS subjects showed bidirectional errors in producing English
Ii/ and /I/ (Le., their /il attempts were heard as /II, and vice versa).
Acoustic analyses revealed that the NS subjects' productions of /il and
/1/ showed far more spectral overlap in an F1-F2 space than did vowels
spC?kenby the NE subjects. These production data suggested that at least
some of the NS subjects failed to discern the phonetic contrast between
English /i! and /1/, however, the NS subjects tested perceptually by
Flege (1995) managed to discriminate English I if versus /II categorially. Two explanations for this apparent discrepancy are possible. First,
different NS subjects participated in tile two studies. It is possible that
more subjects in the Flege (1995) study them in the Flege et al. (unpubII.
lished) stud y had established
a phonetic category for English
Alternatively, the subjects in the Flege et al. study may have established
than it
an /1/ category in which duration figured more prominently
does in NE speakers' categories. These subjects produced temporal contrasts between English / il and I II resembling those of NE subjects,
although Spanish does not use duration to contrast vowel phonemes.
Hohn (this volume) suggested that adult L2 learners may be more attentive to temporal than spectral cues to a novel L2 phonetic contrast.
. According to the model, the production of an L2 vowel will change
if a ca,tegory is established for it. The production of an L2 vowel may
also change if a new category is 1I0t established. This is predicted to
happen if the phonetic category used to prGce:,s an L2 vowel that is
linked perceptually
to L1 vowel (diaphone) changes to reflect a twoshould lead to more
language source of input. Botli developments
native-like productions of L2 vowels, although the former might result
in more rapid and dramatic changes in L2 production than the latter.
A number of studies have shown that late learners' productions
of L2 vowels become more native-like as they gain experience in their
L2, and that subjects who pronounce their L2 well overall produce L2
vowels better than less proficient speakers from the same Ll background. For example, acoustic measurements by Flege (1987b) revealed
that experienced but not inexperienced NE speakers of French produced
French Iy I accurately. Wang (1988) found that relatively experienced
but not inexperienced Mandarin speakers of English produced a significant spectra! difference between two English vowels not distinguished
in the Ll (namely Iii and /I/). Three studies showed significant improvements in the production
of English
rei by native speakers of
Us in which lre/ does not occur phonemic~liy; namely, Portuguese
(Major 1987a), German (Hohn and Flege 1992), and Dutch (Flege 1992b).
The literature provides indirect support for H5, which predicts a
kind of "merger" of Ll and L2 vowels that have been equated perceptually, and H6, whic,h predicts the deflection of a new L2 vowel category
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away from the category for a neighboring Ll vowel(s). In the study by
Major (1987a), Portuguese subjects' production of English lEI deteriorated as their production of lrel improved. In a cross-sectional study,
Flege (1992b) found that Dutch subjects' production of English lul,
which is more fronted than Dutch lul, deteriorated as they gained
proficiency in English. Bohn and Flege (1992) found that inexperienced
German subjects propuced English lEI less accurately than did more
experienced subjects, despite the fact that lEI has a close counterpart
in German. H5 and H6 will need to be investigated more closely by
examining longitudinal changes in the production of vowels in both
the L2 and the Ll, as well as concomitant changes in the discriminability of pairs of L2 vowels, and pairs of adjacent Ll and L2 vowels.
Most non-native subjects examined in the vowel production studies
just cited had never lived in an English-speaking country, or else had
done so for less than 8 years. The results of two recent studies suggest
that certain vowel errors persist in the speech of highly experienced L2
learners. Munro (1993) found that many English vowels spoken by
native Arabic subjects who had lived in the United States for over 15
years were judged to be foreign-accented. The Arabic subjects greatly
exaggerated the duration differences between tense/lax English vowel
pairs, as if they were Arabic-like long versus short contrasts. It is, therefore, possible that use of non-English feature specifications was responsible for foreign accent in the Arabic subjects' English vowels, as
stated by H6.
Although early learners generally produce L2 vowels more accurately than late learners, their productions of L2 vowels do not always
match perfectly those of native speakers. Data presented by FIege
(1992a) showed that native Spanish speakers who learned English by
the age of 7 years produced English vowels that were identified as often
as vowels spoken by NE speakers. The early learners' vowels were not
scaled for degree of perceived foreign accent, however, and thus, the
study may have overestimated the early learners' success in producing
English vowels. Munro, Flege, and MacKay (1995) provided the first
comprehensive analysis of the effect of AOL on L2 vowel production.
The subjects were 240 NI subjects who began learning English between
the ages of 3 and 21 years. These subjects produced English Ii ( e Ere D II.
()'0 u ul in a consonant-vowel-consonant (CVC) context. These English
vowels vary in acoustic distance from the closest of the seven vowels of
Italian (/ i e E a :> 0 uf). English vowels produced by nearly all of the
Italian subjects, even those who began learning English in adulthood,
were identified correctly.' Assuming that no Italian vowel would be

'The one exception to this was / IIJ, which was often identified incorrectly when
produced by subjects who began learning English after the age of 10 years.
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identified as English fa I, Ire I, I a-I or I()I, we might take this to mean
that these English vowels had been "mastered."
A very different
pattern of results emerged, however,
when
the 'Italian subjects' vowels were rated for degree of foreign accent.
Figure 4 presents foreign accent ratings takEn from the study by
Munro, Flege, and MacKay (1995). Shown here are the number of NI
subjects in subgroups of 24 subjects each whose vowels received a rating that fell within a 95% confidence
interval of the mean rating
obtained for 2'4 NE subjects. As AOL increased, fewer NI subjects met
this criterion, both for English vowels with a counterpart
in Italian
(e.g., Iii, lu/) and for English vowels without an Italian counterpart
(e.g., I~/, I.a-/). Certain English vowels produced by subjects who
began learning English as children were found to be foreign-accented.
Given that the NI subjects had lived in Canada for over 30 years on
average Iand spoke English more often than Italian, the NI subjects' foreign-accented productions could not be attributed to a lack of native
speaker input.
The discrepancy between the intelligibility data and the foreign
accent, ratings obtained by Munro, Flege, and MacKay (1995) was
especially evident for la-I. Although the NI subjects' la-I productions
were identified correctly in nearly every instance, few NI subjects
with an AOL greater than 10 years managed to produce la-I without
foreign accent. One possible explanation for the accentedness of ais that, beyond an AOL of about 10 years, NI subjects failed to attend
to the retroflex feature (i.e., energy in the region of F3) which is used
a- from all other English vowels (Terbeek 1977) but
to distinguish
apparently is not used in Italian. Additional work will be needed to
test this featural hypothesis and to learn if NI subjects' ability to categorially discriminate
English vowels from other English and Italian
vowels shows the same effect of AOL as the one seen in Figure 4.

I I

I I

PRODUCTION

AND PERCEPTION

Of INITIAL CONSONANTS

Age of learning exerts an effect on consonant production that is comparable to the one described earlier for vowels. Flege, Munro, and
MacKay (1995b) examined the production
of consonants by 240 NI
subjects differing in AOL. Native English-speaking
listeners identified
consonants as having been produced
"correctly,"
in a "distorted"
fashion, or as having been replaced hy some other consonant. Italian
does not possess a 10/ or /8/. As shown in Figure 5, the NI subjects
who began learning English in Canada by about the age of 10 years
were judged to have produced the English fricatives correctly as often
as did the NE subjects. Beyond that AOL, the number of NI subjects
who produced them correctly declined precipitously.
When the NI
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Figure 4. The number of subjects in subgroups of 24 whose production of
English vowels received foreign accent ratings that fell within a 95% confidence interval of the mean ratings obtained for 24 native English (NE) subjects. Subgroups of native Italian subjects differed according to their age of
learning (AOL) English. The NE subjects are designated as having an AOL of
o years. The vowels shown here are those in beat (fi!), bit (/I/), book (fu!),
boot (fu!), bat (/re/), bet (/£/), Bert (fer-/), and bllt (f AI) (from Munro, Flege,
and MacKay 1995).
subjects erred in producing I~I and 18/, it was usually as /d/ and
It I , respectively (something never observed for the NE subjects). The
Italian "r" is a trilled r rather than a dorsal (or retroflexed) approximant J/, as in English. Age of learning exerted a comparable effect
on the production of English / J/.
A principal components
analysis (Flege, Munro, and MacKay
1995c) provided no evidence that attitudinal or motivational factors
of the English consonants.
influenced
the NI subjects' production
Perceptual factors may have been at work, however. Farnetani (1994,
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Figure 5. The mean percentage of subjects in subgroups of 24 whose productions of English word-initial consonants were judged by native English-speaking
listeners to be "correct." Subgroups of native Italian subjects differed according
to their age of learning (AOL) English. The NE subjects are designated as having an AOL of 0 years (data are from Munro, Flege, and MacKay 1995b).

personal communication)
observed, for example, that Italians tend to
hear word-initial English l{jl tokens as Id/. It would, therefore, be
useful to determine if inaccurate production of English 181 and I~I
arises from the kind of "discriminative
failure" discussed earlier for
vowels and if so, whether their frequency increases with AOL, as predicted by H4. As for / J/, it would be worthwhile to determine if AOL
influenced the features used by NI subjects to distinguish
/ JI from
other consonants in English and Itali.m.
Phones such as English [J] and III do not occur systematically in
Japanese. Native Japanese adults' difficulty producing and perceiving
English I JI and III is well known, but the effect of AOL is only partially understood
(but see Yamada this volume). There is evidence,
however, that Japanese children who learn English produce I JI and
11/ more accurately than adult learners (Cochrane 1977; see also Yen iKomshian and Flege 1993). Yamada and Tohkura (1992b) examined
the perception of a synthetic I JI to /1/ continuum by NJ subjects differing in AOL. Su~jects exposed to English in the United States by the
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age of 5 years performed in a native-like fashion, as did roughly twothirds of subjects first exposed to English between the ages of 5 and 10
years. However, fewer than one-fourth of the NJ subjects who were
first exposed to English after the age of 10 years identified the synthetic tokens in a native-like fashion (see also Nakauchi 1993). Thus, a
question of interest is whether NJ subjects' ability to discern the phonetic difference between English I JI and Ill, and between these
English consonants and the percep!:ually closest Japanese consonant(s)
declines as AOL increases (H4) and whether a failure to discriminate L1
and L2liquids (and glides) leads to production errors (H7).
Two recent studies provided evidence that, for NJ adults, Japanese
/ r / is closer perceptually to English 11/ than I JI (Sekiyama and Tohkura
1993; Takagi 1993). Thus, the model (specifically: H2, H3, H7) predicts
that NJ adults are more likely to establish a new category for / JI than
/1/, and will, therefore, be more likely to produce English I JI accurately
than to do so for English Ill. Results obtained by Flege, Takagi, and
Mann (1995b) were consistent with the model's predictions. This study
examined the identUication of liquids in naturally produced English
minimal pairs by three groups of listeners: NE subjects, experienced
Japanese subjects (N]-l) who had lived in the United States for more
than 12 years (M = 21), and inexperienced subjects (NJ-2) who had
lived in the United States for less than 3 years (M = 1.6). As expected,
the NE subjects identified 11/ and I JI correctly in nearly every instance.
As in previous studies with native Japanese subjects, I JI tokens Were
identified correctly at higher rates than 11/ by the subjects in NJ-l (92%
vs. 77% correct) and NJ-2 (76% vs. 63%). Before identifying word-initial
liquids, the NJ subjects rated the words in which they occurred for
subjective familiarity. Both NJ groups showed effects of subjective lexical familiarity on their identification of I JI and /1/. For example, they
correctly identified the / JI in room (which is paired to a less familiar
word, loom) more often than the I JI in rook (which is paired to a more
familiar word, look). The effect of familiarity on the identification of
/1/ was equally strong for the tWo NJ groups. For /ll, on the other
hand, it was significantly stronger for the inexperienced subjects irt NJ-2
than for the subjects in NJ-1.
When unaffected by lexical familiarity, the experienced subjects
in NJ-1 identified / J/ tokens correctly at native-like rates. In minimal
pairs consisting of equally familiar words, the correct identification
rates for /JI and 11/ averaged 96% and 81% for the subjects in NJ-l,
and 87% and 53% correct for the subjects in NJ-2. Lexical familiarity
effects disappeared in a second experiment in which word-initlalliquids
were edited out of their original word contexts. When the data for one
subject who reversed labels were excluded, the correct identification
rate of the subjects in NJ·1 averaged 98% correct for I J/, but just 83%
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correct for 'ill.7 The experienced NJ subjects' near-perfect identification rate for I JI is consistent with the hypothesis that they established
a phonetic category for English I J/.
In a study by Flege, Takagi, and Mann (1995a), the same Japanese
subjects produced minimally paired English words beginning with
I JI and III in three speaking tasks. Native English listeners later
attempted to identify the initial consonant in these words as I JI or
/1/ and rah~d the degree of foreign accent. Liquids spoken by the
experienced NJ-1 subjecfs were identified correctly at the same high
rates as liquids spoken by NE subjects; whereas, liquids produced by
the inexperienced NJ-2 subjects were often n·,isidentiHed. Liquids produced by the NJ-1 subjects were identified as intended, and the / JI
and III tokens produced by 10 of the 12 NJ-1 subjects received ratings
similar to those for liquids produced by the NE subjects. Inasmuch as
the inexperienced NJ-2 subjects identified I J/ tokens at somewhat
higher rates than III tokens in the earlier perception experiment, it
carne as a surprise (H3, H7) that their III and I JI tokens were judged
to have been produced with equal accuracy, at least insofar as the foreign accent ratings ~ere concerned (see also Sheldon and Strange
1982).
A great deal of L2 research has examined the production and perception of English voiceless stops. In many languages (e.g., Dutch,
French, Italian, Portuguese, Italian), Ip t kl are realized as unaspirated
stops having short-lag VOT values. When c.dult native speakers of
such languages learn English, they tend to produce Ip t kl with longer
VOT values in English than in their L1, but with values that are nevertheless too short for English (e.g., Caramazza et al. 1973; Williams 1979;
Flege and Port 1981; Major 1987b; Flegc and Eefting 1987a). According to
the model, category formation for English stops may be blocked by the
continued perceptual linkage of L1 and L2 sounds (Le., by equivalence
classification). This limits the accuracy with which English / p t kl can be
produced (tI5, H7). Learners nevertheless have access at an auditory
level to cross-language phonetic differences (Flege and Hammond 1982;
Flege and Munro 1994). When category formation is blocked, the phonetic norms of English may be approximated indirectly through a
restructuring of the properties specified in a phonetic category used to
process perceptually linked Ll and L2 diaphones. Several studies
have provided evidence that, in such instances, the production of L1
stops begins.to resemble that of corresponding L2 stops (H5, H7). Flege
(1987b)found that experienced NE speakers of French produced English
/p t kl with shorter (French-like) VOT values than did English mono7The higher rate for 1.11 than /1/ probably cannot be attributed to an overall bias
in favor of I JI responses, for NJ subjects identified IiI correctly mor~ often than I JI in
word-initial clusters (in a case study by Sheldon and Strange 1982).
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lingua Is. Conversely, experienced native French speakers of English
produced French /p t k/ with longer (English-like) VOT values than
did French monolinguals (see also Major 1992; Flege and Eetting
1987b).

According to the model, individuals who begin learning English
as children are more likely than adults to discern the phonetic differences between / p t k/ in L1 and L2 and establish phonetic categories
for English / p t k/. This leads to the prediction that early learners will
produce these stops accurately more' often than late learners. This prediction was confinned by Flege (1991b) in a study that examined stops
produced by native Spanish (NS) speakers who learned English as
adults (late learners) or as children (early learners). The NS late learners produced English /p t k/ with the expected "compromise" VOT
values; whereas, the early learners produced English stops with the
same VOT values as did NE subjects. This was interpreted to mean
that the early learners, unlike the late learners, had established phonetic categories for English / p t k/.
This conclusion is consistent with the results of an imitation study
by Flege and Eefting (1988). Members of a consonant-vowel (CV) continuum in which VOT of the initial consonant varied were imitated by
English monolinguals, Spanish monolinguals, and NS early learners.
The monolinguals tended to produce stops with VOT values falling
within the two modal VOT ranges used for stops in their L1 (Spanish:
lead, short-lag; English: short-lag, long-lag). The NS early learners, on
the other hand, produced stops with values in all three modal VOT
ranges. Additional analyses revealed that the subjects covertly classified
stops before imitating them. Thus, the results suggested that the early
learners processed stops in the VOT continuum in tenns of three phonetic categories: a prevoiced (Spanish or English) Idl category, a shortlag (Spanish) It= I category, and a long-lag (English) It!' / category.
Acoustic analysis by Flege, Munro, and MacKay (1995b) identified
the AOL at which divergences from the phonetic norms of English first
become apparent in NI subjects' productions of English stop consonants. Voice-onset time was measured in word-initial English stops
produced by NI subjects who began learning English between the ages
of 3 and 21 years. Their production of VOT in English Ip t k/ varied
inversely with AOL. A subgroup of 24 NI subjects who began learning
English at an average age of 21 years produced English Ipl, It I and
/k/ with VOT values that were almost exactly intermediate to values
measured for 24 NE subjects and values reported for Italian Ip t k/.
Native Italian subjects who arrived in Canada at earlier ages produced
English stops with increasingly longer, and thus, more accurate, VOT
values. The first NI subgroups to have produced /t/ and /p/ with
significantly shorter VOT values than did the NE subjects consisted of
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individuals with average AOLs of 11 and 17 years, respectively.s
It should be emphasized that the kind of age limit just mentipneq
does not necessarily apply to all individuals within a certain AOL range.
For example, Flege and Schmidt (1995) recently used the speaking mt(3
paradigm oJ Miller and Yolaitis (1989) to test for category fon-natiDn,
Native English and NS late learners rated the members of q labial !itop
continuum for goodness. Voice-onset time ranged from short-lag V~h.Hi~
to long-lag values exceeding those typical for English I pl. The $~me.
VOT values occurred in short-duration
syllables, which simulated a
fast speaking rate, and in longer-duration
syllables, which simutat~d ~
slower, rate of speech. As expected, the NE subjects' goodness ratinga
increased as stimulus VOT values increased, then decreased as VOT
increased beyond values typical for English. Also as expectedl the NE
subjects showed an effect of speaking rate on' their goodne:>!) ratings.
They gave higher ratings to stops with long-lag VOT vatues in the
long-duration stimuli than to stops with the same VOT values in ~h()rtduration syllables. This matched how VOT varies according to speaking
rate in the production of English.
According to Miller and Volaitis (1989), the speaking rate effects
shown by NE subjects demonstrates "internal phonetic category structure." Flege and Schmidt (1995) reasoned that unless NS subjects had
a category for long-lag voiceless stops, they would not show an Englishlike speaking rate effect on their goodness judgments of long-lag stops.
When the NS subjects were subdivideQ into two groups based on
length of residence in the United States, l)eith~i' group showed a significant speaking rate effect. However, when subdivided according to
how well they pronounced English sentences, proficient but not nonproficient NS subjects showed a significant speaking rate effect. This
suggested that some of the late learners may have established a phonetic
category for the long-lag Ipl of English. Schmidt and Flege (1995)
examined the NS subjects' production of English /pl at relatively slow
and fast speaking rates. Roughly one-half of the proficient NS subjects
produced Ip/ with YOT values that were comparable to those observed
for NE subjects. When :>peaking, these subjects adjusted VOT as a
functio~ of speaking rate (Le., produced /p/ with longer VOT values
at a slow than fast rate).
PRODUCTION AND PERCEPTION OF WORD·fINAl

CONSONANTS

According to HI, position-seositive
allophones in the L2 and L1 are
related perceptually to one another. This
leads to the prediction that
...----------------.----------

----------.--- --------------

for Italian /k/from
falls
the long-li\g
nmge.
None of
the 10the
NI VOT
subgroups"TReVOT
differed significantly
thewithin
NE subjects
for /k/,
apparently
because
difference between English and Italian /k/ is too small to permit the measurement of
cross-language interference ..
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speakers of an L1 without word-final stops will not relate English
word-final stops perceptually to word-medial or word-initial stops in
their L1. If so, then we might expect them to eventually produce
word-final stops in English accurately. This is because, if H1 is correct,
L1 phonetic structures should not interfere with the establishment of
new phonetic categories.
Contrary to Hl (and H7), inexperienced late learners of English
have been shown to delete final stops, to devoice Ib d g/, or to add an
epenthetic vowel to eve words (e.g., Eckman 1981; Flege 1988a, 1989;
Flege and Davidian 1984; Weinberger 1987). Flege, Munro, and
Skelton (1992) examined the prod uction of final stops in English
words such as beat and bead by groups of native Mandarin (NM) and
native Spanish (NS) late learners differing in length of residence in the
United. States (NM-l = 6 years, NM-2 = 1 year, N5-1 = 9 years, N5-2 = 2
years). Neither Mandarin nor Spanish permits word-final stops. Wordfinal stops produced by the NE subjects were almost always identified
correctly by native English-speaking listeners. Stops produced by the
non-native subjects were identified far less often (NM-1 = 62%, NM-2
= 65%, NS-1 = 73%, NS-2 = 71%). Surprisingly, the experienced nonnative subjects' stops were identified correctly no more often than
were stops spoken by the relatively inexperienced non-native speakers
of English.
Flege, Munro, and Skelton (1992) carried out acoustic analyses to
determine why the non-natives' production of both It I and Idl were
often misidentified. As with the NE speakers, the non-natives sustained
closure significantly longer in dl than t/, made vowels significantly
longer before Idl than It/, and produced significantly lower F1 frequencies at the end of transitions leading into Idl than It/. However,
the non-natives' acoustic distinctions were smaller than those of the
NE speakers. The subjects in NM-1, NM-2, and NS-1 produced significantly smaller closure voicing differences between It I and Idl than
did the NE subjects, but the closure voicing difference produced by
the experienced NS subjects did not differ significantly from the NE
subjects', This suggests that closure voicing may be learned more readily
than other cues to the It/-/d/
distinction (see Kluender. et al. 1988),
but that a native-like production of closure voicing does not ensure
correct identification by NE listeners.
Flege et al. (1995b) examined the production of word-final English
stops by 240 NI subjects who had spoken English for over 30 years on
average. The results of this study ruled out the possibility that the native
Mandarin and Spanish subjects' stop production errors (Flege Munro,
and Skelton 1992) were caused by a lack of sufficient native-speaker
input. The NI subjects, who began learning English between the ages
of 3 and 21 years, produced English Ip t kl accurately. Those who
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began learning English by the age of 15 years also produced /b d g/
accurately. However, roughly 40% of NI subjects with an AOL of 15 to
21 years de~iced /b d g/ .
Table III presents acoustic measurements of tack and tag tokens that
were spoken by 24 NE subjects and 48 NI subjects with AOLs ranging
from 12 to 21 years. Productions of /k/ and / g/ by the 24 subjects in
NI-l were identified correctly in every instance. Stops produced by
the 24 subjects in NI-2 (matched in AOL to the NI-l subjects) were
identified correctly in only 64% of instances. The acoustic measurements
make it apparent why this was so. The NI-2 subjects (unlike the NI-l
subjects) produced a significantly smaller vowel duration difference preceding /g/ versus /k/ than did the NE subjects, and a significantly
smaller closure voicing difference (p < .01). However, they produce~ a
somewhat larger stop closure difference between /k/ and / g/ than
did the NE subjects. Interestingly, the NI-1 sub;ects produced a significantly larger closure voicing contrast between Ik/ and / g/ than did
the NE subjects (p < .01).
It is not clear why the'NI-l but not NI-2 subjects managed to produce a perceptually effective contrast between /k/ and / g/, which
the model predicts for all highly experienced Italian learners of English.
If certain NI learners of English treat word-final English stops as if
they were word-medial Italian stops (contrary to HI), we would expect
NI spea,kers to produce larger closure voicing differences between
English /k/ and / g/ than NE speakers and to produce a larger stop
closure duration difference. We would not expect an English-like
vowel duration difference, however (Mack 1982; Vagges et al. 1978:
Magno Caldognetto et al. 1979; see also Crowther 1993). If, on the"
other hand, NI subjects treated the word-final stops in English CVC
words as "new," we might have expected a thoroughly English-like
/k/ versus / g/ contrast, which was not observed for either the NI-l
or NI-2 subjects. Perhaps some NI subjects tend to rely on acoustic
cues exploited in lta'lian more than others, and the use of L1 cues does
not apply across the board to all relevant phonetic dimensions. This
could explain the overuse of closure voicing and closure duration cues
by certain subjects, and the underuse of vowel duration cues by other
subjects (see also Flege 1989; Crowther 1993; Flege and Wang 1990).
THEORETICAL

ISSUES

According to the contrastive analysis approach, the presence of
phone"mes in an L2 that do not occur in the L1 necessarily represents a
learning problem (e.g., Lado 1957; Moulton 1962; Koutsoudas and
Koutsoudas 1983). The learner's response may be to use the closest L1
phoneme as a "substitute" for the unfamiliar L2 phoneme (Lehiste 1988).
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Table 111. Temporal acoustic measurements of tack and tag as spoken by native
English (NE)speakers and two groups of native Italian (Nt) speakers who began
learning English after the age of 12 years'
Subject group
Variable
Number of subjects
Age at arrival in Canada
% correct identification of /k g/
Vowel duration-tag
Vowel duration-tack
Difference:
Stop closure duration-tack
Stop closure duration-tag
Difference:
Closure voicing duration-tag
Closure voicing duration-tack
Difference:

NE

NI-1

NI-2

24

24

24

0(0)

18 (3)

97 (7)

18(2)
100 (0)

246(48)
191 (33)

226(46)
170(38)

55

56

102(28)
75(24)

129(29)

27

100(19)
29

51(22)
8(13)

77(26)
13(13)

43

64

64(10)
210(53)
196(53)
14
149(44)
113(33)

36
41(28)
18(19)
23

'The Italian subjects in NI-1 produced final stops that were always identified correctly.
The stops produced by subjects in NI-2, who were matched according to AOL to the NI-1
subjects, were often misidentified by NE listeners. Values for the acoustic variables are in
ms; standard deviations are in parentheses (data are from Flege, Munro, and MacKay 1995b).

An L1-for-L2 substitution implies that an L2 phoneme (or positionsensitive allophone) has been perceptually
linked to a particular L1
phoneme (allophone) on some basis. It implies, further, that the learner
has either failed to discern the phonetic difference between the L1 and
L2 phonemes or allophones, is unable motorically to render a correctly
perceived difference, or both.
First-Ianguage-for-second-Ianguage
substitutions raise a number
of theoretically important questions. According to some (e.g., Rochet
this volume), most or all L2 sounds will be identified with an Ll
sound. However, some analysts draw a distinction between L2 sounds
that are relatively similar to sounds in the Ll, as opposed to L2 sounds
that are more dissimilar or even "new" (see Mueller and Niedzielski
1963; Pimsleur 1963; Briere 1966; Henning 1966; Delattre 1964, 1969;
Flege 1981; Wode 1978). According to the SLM, the full range of L2
sounds may at first be identified in terms of a positionally defined
allophone of the L1 but, as L2 learners gain experience in the L2, they
may gradually
discern the phonetic difference between certain L2
sounds and the closest Ll sound(s). When this happens, a phonetic
category representation
may be established for the new L2 sound that
is independent
of representations
established
previously
for Ll
sounds.
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According to the model, ,the phonetic category established in
childhood for an Ll sound may evolve gradually if it is linked perceptually to an L2 sound. For example, a French speaker's representation
for word-initial / t/ may evolve to specify somewhat longer VOT values if English /t/ tokens are persistently identified as realizations of
the French /t/ category. This might explain why highly experienced
French learners of English tend to produce English / t/ with "compromise" VOT values and why their productions of /t/ in French may
take on English phonetic characteristics (see above). According to the
SLM, these developments are influenced by two important variables:
AOL and perceived cross-language phonetic distance. The greater the
perceived distance of an L2 sound from the closest L1 sound, the more
likely it i! that a separate category will be established for the L2
sound. Moreover, the, earlier 1.2 learning commences, the smaller the
perceived phonetic distance needed to trigger the process of category
formation.
An obstacle to testing hypotheses such as these is the lack of an
objective means for gauging degree of perceived cross-language phonetic distance. It is uncertain, also, what metric bilinguals use in doing
so. Cross-language phonetic distance might be assessed in terms of the
sensory (auditory, visual) properties associated with L1 and L2 sounds.
However, Ladefoged (1990) concluded that although trained phoneti'dans may be able to agree as to whether or not sounds in two languages
are "the same," their judgments may have no "principled basis," and
their thresholds are "unknown." Another possibility is that crosslanguage distance is gauged in ~erms of differences in perceived gestures (Browman and Goldstein 1990). Best (this volume) suggested
that L1 versus L2 distances can be gauged by the "spatial proximity of
constriction locations and active articulators" and by "similarities 'in
constriction degree and gestural phasing." Although appealing, this
metric may also be difficult to apply. James (1984) suggested that three
~etrics (gestural, acoustic phonetic, abstract phonological)
different
may be applied depending on syllable position. His observation was
motivated, in part, by the observation that native Dutch learners of
English use Dutch / d / for English /0/ in word-initial position;
whereas, they replace / (j/ with an alveolar fricative in word-final
position .•
The research reviewed in this chapter demonstrated that AOL
exerts a powerful influence on the prod uction of L2 sounds. (Similar
tests of the effect of AOL on perception have yet to be undertaken, but
see Oyama, 1978 and Yamada this volume.) Some studies provided
evidence that L2 sounds not found in the L1 inventory may be produced more accurately than are L2 sounds with a counterpart in the
Ll inventory. If we assume that the noninventory sounds are treated
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as "new"; whereas, the within-inventory sounds are treated as "similar," this might be taken as support for a new versus similar distinction (Flege 1988b). However, research reviewed in the chapter provided
evidence that noninventory sounds may in some instances be produced inaccurately, even by highly experienced L2learners.
It may be that, in certain instances, the positionally defined allo_phone is too coarse a unit of analysis to provide accurate predictions
concerning L2 sound production. -Trubetzkoy (1939) compared the
mature L1 phonological system to a sieve. According to this conceptualization, the L1 phonology passes only that information about L2
sounds that is relevant to Ll phonemic contrasts (see also Koutsoudas
and Koutsoudas 1983). Weinreich (1953, 1957) noted that feature mismatches between the L1 and L2 sounds may lead to overdifferentiation,
reinterpretation, or underdifferentiation of feature contrasts (see also
Lehiste 1988). The first two kinds of errors may not lead to detectable
production errors, but the last kind of error may result in a sound substitution. For example, if NS speakers of English treat the [-continuant]
feature of English word-initial 1dl tokens as a redundant feature (as
it is in Spanish) rather than as a distinctive feature (as it is in English),
they would not be expected to render word-initial 1dl tokens as stops,
but as fricatives (Weinreich 1957).
Linguistically trained analysts tend to focus on "distinctive" features. Mismatches between Ll and L2 sounds may also be described
in terms of differences in the acoustic cues used to contrast phones.
So, for example, we might interpret the replacement of English wordinitial 101 by 1dl as arising from lack of attention to, or inappropriate
weighting of, the amplitude, frequency, and temporal differences
between word-initial tokens of English 151 and /d/ (Morosan and
Jamieson 1989; Crowther and Mann 1992; Crowther 1993). Some part
or all of what is referred to as language's "phonological filter" may
consist of learned aspects of perceptual processing that are an outgrowth of "interpretative schemes" established in early childhood for
word recognition (Jusczyk 1992). Such schemes are thought to focus
attention automatically on auditory patterns important to meaning
distinctions in the L1 and may become more abstract as children
develop larger lexicons. }usczyk (1985) suggested, for example, that
allophonic variants may not be grouped into a single phonemic category by children until the age of 5 or 6 years, when they begin learning
to read.
Alternatively, the feature differences between languages could be
stated in terms of the "contrastive gestures" used to signal meaning
differences (Browman and Goldstein 1990). According to Best's direct
realist account (this volume), perceivers have direct access through
their senses to the elemental gestures used to form speech sounds.
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During speech development,
children learn to pick up information
in speech more quickly and efficiently by virtue of learning what are
the "critical" aspects of gestures used in the L 1. This leads to the establishment of "lower-order
invariants,"
which are generally relational
in nature and which permit perceptual constancy in the face of acoustic
variati'on. As the phonological
system matures,
the lower-order
invariants may give way to higher-order,
language-specific
invariants
that reduce the amount of lower-order phonetic detail that is detected
(Best 1994).
One possible explanation for the ubiquitous age effects on L2 production discussed earlier in this chapter is that early learners of an L2
are more likely to "pick up" detailed information concerning the specification of L2 sounds than are indiViduals who begin learning an L2
later in life. Early learners may perceive L2 sounds in terms of "lowerorder" rather than "higher-order"
invariants. Changes in the level of
auditory-acoustic
analysis might also be important. Koutsoudas and
Koutsoudas (1983) suggested that in terlingua I identification occurs at
a phonemic level and is based on the articulatory phonetic "common
denominator"
of all allophones of a phoneme. Perhaps this statement
is more true for individ uals who begin learning the L2 after about the
age of 10 years than it is for those who begin learning their L2 earlier
in life.
\

Regardless
of how the feature differences between L 1 and L2
sounds are stated, it seems that non-natives often do not perceive L2
sounds in exactly the same way monolingual
native speakers of the
target L2 do. As noted earlier, they may fail to discern the phonetic
differences between contrastive phones in the L2, or between L1 and
L2 phones. DiscrimiIiative
failures in L2 acquisition usually do not
have an auditory basis. For example, Miyawaki et a1. (1975) found that
Japal1ese listeners who were unable to discriminate I Jol and 1101 syllables were, nonetheless, able to discriminate
isolated third formants
taken from those syllables. Werker and Tees (1984) found that NE subjects could discriminate short portions extracted from a foreign language contrast (Hindi dental vs. retroflex s';ops), but not the original
CV syllables from which those portions had been edited. Mann (1986)
noted an effect of preceding
context U JI versus II/) on Id/-/gl
phoneme boundaries for native Japanese subjects who could not differentially identify I JI versus III that was much the same as the effect
noted for NE 1;>ubjects.Finally, Best et al. (1988) observed surprisingly
good discrimination
of Zulu clicks by NE adults, apparently because
the clicks wer~ not identified as speech sounds.
What kind of features are used by L2 learners as they begin to
analyze the phonic elements of their L2? What kind do they use once
they have gained a thorough familiarity with the L2 sound system?
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Answers to these questions are not yet possible, but several points can
be made with some certainty. First, the features used to distinguish L1
sounds can probably not be freely recombined to produce new L2
sounds. Flege and Port (1981) examined native Arabic (NA) subjects
who began learning English in adulthood, and had lived for several
years in the United States. Arabic has the stop consonants /b t d k/,
but no /p/ or /g/. Many of the NA subjects' English /p/ productions
were heard as Ibl because they w.ere produced with closure voicing
(as are the Ibl and Idl of Arabic). Hpwever, the NA subjects produced
much the same temporal contrast between English /p/ and /bl as they
produced between It! and Id/. This suggested that they had recognized the phonological nature of the English Ipl versus Ibl contrast,
but did not transfer the voiceless feature of their It I and Ikl to Ip/.
Some production difficulties may arise because features used in
the L2 are not used in the L1. In a recent multidimensional scaling
(MDS) analysis, Fox, Flege, and Munro (1995) found that NE subjects
used three dimensions in perceiving naturally produced vowels;
whereas, NS subjects used just two, probably because Spanish has far
fewer vowels than English. As mentioned earlier, Munro et al. (1995)
found that NI subjects who began learning English after about the age
of 10 years produced English /'i!J'-/ inaccurately. These NI subjects may
have been unable to acquire sensitivity to the retroflex feature that NE
listeners use to distinguish English 1'i!J'-I from all other English vowels
(Terbeek 1977). Beyond a certain AOL, L2 learners may rely on features
used in the LIto interpret and represent sounds encountered in the
L2, even those L2 sounds that are treated as "new" (Le., as falling outside the Ll phonetic inventory). For example, neither Swedish nor
contrast in final position. Flege and
Finnish has an Is/-/zl
Hillenbrand (1986) found that Swedes and Finns used different
acoustic cues (vowel duration, but not fricative duration) than did NE
subjects (who used both) to identify final consonants in a peace-peas
continuum. Work by Gottfried and Beddor (1988) and Munro (1992)
suggested that the overall use made of duration in the Ll may influence
the extent to which L2 learners exploit temporal cues to a novel L2
contrast.
The phenomenon of "differential substitution" shows that we need
recourse to more than just a simple listing of features used in the Ll and
L2 to explain certain .L2 production errors. For example, although both
Russian and Japane~e have Isl and It I , Russians tend to substitute
It I for English 181, whereas Japanese learners use /s/. Weinberger
(1990) presented evidence that feature counting, feature weighting,
and universal marking conventions cannot account for differential
substitution patterns. Radical underspecification theory (which treats
features, not segments, as primitives) on the other' hand, may do so
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given certain assumptions about the underlying feature matrix, redundancy rules, and feature pruning.
Certain features may enjoy an advantage over others because of
the'nature of their acoustic (or gestural) specification, or their reliability
of occurrence. Polka (1991) found that Hindi dental versus retroflex
place distinctions may be discriminated more accurately by native
speakers Of English in. voiceless unaspirated stops than in prevoiced
stops. This appeared to be the case because the place distinction is
supported by greater formant transition differences in the former than
the latter stops. Flege and Hillenbrand (1987) obtained data suggesting
that native French speakers make greater use of release burst information in judging the voicing feature in word-final stops than do NE
spea~ers, apparently because final stops are released consistently by
speakers of French but not English.
Finally, features may be evaluated differently as a function of
position in the syllable. 13rowman and Goldstein (1990) suggested that,
in English, vowel gestu res are coordinated (phased) with respect to
the gestures used for a preceding consonant, and final consonant gestures are "phased with respect to preceding vocalic gestures." Samuel,
Kat, and Tartler (1984) provided evidence that initial, medial, and
final consonants are processed differently by NE listeners. Languages
differ considerably in the range of permitted syllables, which leads to
differences in syllable-processing strategies (Cutler et al. 1983, 1986;
Flege 1989; Flege and Wang 1990). Not unexpectedly, then, studies have
shown that the perceptual difficulty of a novel L2 phonemic contrast
may vary according to syllable position (e.g., Sheldon and Strange
1982; James 1988; Weiden 1990; Pisoni and Lively this volume). For
example, Major (1986) found that NE subjects' accuracy in producing
Spanish / r / varied considerably as a function of position in the syllable. Morosan and Jamieson (1989) found that effects of perceptual
training on word-initial allophones did not transfer completely to
medial or final positions, which suggested to them that listeners may
learn "syllabically."
Given the ubiquity of foreign accents in L2 production, an important general question for future research is how, or if, the perception
of L2 sounds changes as AOL increases. Hammarberg (1988, 1990)
suggested that phonetic-level comparisons of L1 and L2 sounds may
be more prevalent in early than later stages of L2 learning. Another
importan~ question is how, and to what extent, an individual's perception changes during L2 learning. Flege (1991c) found that as NS
subjects gained familiarity with English, they became less likely to
identify English /1/ tokens as exemplars of their Spanish /i! category.
Thus, L2 learners may discover that certain sounds in an L2 are not
"the same" phonetically as sounds they already know from the Ll. The
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observation that "schooled" native French (NF) speakers of French
substitute /s/ for English lei, whereas "unschooled" NF subjects substitute /t/ suggests that the metric used to gauge cross-language distance might also change as a function of L2 experience or proficiency
(Berger 1951; see also Wenk 1979). If the perception of L2 sounds does
change, we need to know how it changes, and what impact perceptual
changes have on L2 speech production. These, and many other questions, must be resolved in order .to understand fully the contribution
of perception to foreign accentedness.
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